
Logitech HD Webcam C310Logitech HD Webcam C310

For HD video calling and connecting online.

Smoother. Sharper. Richer. Clearer.

Logitech Fluid Crystal™ Technology. It’s what makes a Logitech
webcam better. It’s smoother video, sharper pictures, richer
colors and clearer sound in real-world conditions.

Read more about Fluid Crystal.

Call in HD

Enjoy widescreen HD 720p video calls on most major
IMs.

Share a pic

It’s easy to share the memories by recording a video or
taking a photo and sending it to your loved ones.

Look good, sound good

Say good-bye to background noise and dim or poorly
backlit settings.
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HD video calls

You’ll get HD 720p video calling on most major instant
messaging applications.

5-megapixel snapshots

You can take high-resolution snapshots at up to 5
megapixels (software enhanced).

Built-in mic with noise reduction

It gives you clear conversations without annoying
background noise.
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Automatic Light Correction

Even if you make a video call in dim or poorly backlit
settings, the camera will intelligently adjust to produce
the best possible image.

IM compatibility

Works with Skype™, Windows Live™ Messenger,
Yahoo!® Messenger and other popular instant
messaging applications.
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